FALL 2024 LARGE ENSEMBLE AUDITIONS—OBOE

Required Oboe Excerpts


4. Gioacchino Rossini, *Overture to “L’Italiana in Algeri,”* Rehearsal F until four before Rehearsal G.

5. Gioacchino Rossini, *Overture to “L’Italiana in Algeri,”* Rehearsal S until fifth measure after Rehearsal S.

Optional English Horn Excerpts


Note: Auditioning for English horn is optional. Students who wish to be considered to play English horn in an ensemble should prepare the required excerpt and perform it at the audition. Please contact Dr. Bailey for access to an English horn if needed.
I..Prélude

(*) Les prêtres notes, dans toute cette Suite, doivent être attaquées sur le temps.

(fast page turn in real part!)